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INTRODUCTION

The new 9-1 GCSEs are supposedly more rigorous than their predecessors. In practice, however, this looks 

like a slight increase in the amount of music theory knowledge expected for the exam, and an expectation 

that previously unknown music will form part of the listening. So to what extent should we be planning our KS3 

programmes with that in mind?

To answer this question, you need to have a good idea of what the purpose of KS3 music actually is. Your views 

on this may vary considerably depending on the context of your school and your students, but it is unlikely 

that you see KS3 music purely as a preparation for KS4, given that not everyone chooses it as an option. You 

will have your own philosophy about using time with KS3 students to ‘sell’ music, hook students in, and give 

them knowledge and skills that will enable them to pursue their own musical interests in an active way for life.

However, achieving these aims while at the same time setting up a solid foundation for subsequent study is 

not at all impossible to achieve. This is not, though, a case of starting to think about GCSE content from Year 7. 

Rather, it is about building musical competencies and a sense of mastery, so that students are equipped with 

relevant knowledge and skills, and the confidence to use them.

THE INGREDIENTS FOR STRUCTURED 
COMPETENCY-BUILDING
It can be useful to think about building knowledge, skills and confidence in three areas:

 � Performing: although, realistically, students are likely to need individual instrumental tuition to achieve the 

highest marks for performing at GCSE, it is possible to build instrumental and vocal skills at KS3 to a point 

where students could start having lessons in Year 10 and still reach the required standard.

 � Composing: here, the key thing is to teach students how to compose. Any amount of open-ended creative 

activities at KS3 will not necessarily prepare students for composing on their own for GCSE. They need 

strategies for how to go about the composing process, and a structured approach to that at KS3 will pay 

dividends later, as well as increasing confidence. Successful composing is less about inspiration than about 

technique.

 � Understanding and identifying musical features: in other words, being able to work out what is happening 

in the music, and describe it using the correct terminology. Again, this can be developed at KS3 through 

practical work, and need never be about learning lists of musical terms: this approach may be great for 

regurgitating definitions, but will not help anyone recognise the features of a real piece of music.

COOK’S TOUR OR SKILLS-BUILDING PROGRAMME?

Many KS3 programmes are a cook’s tour of different musical styles: 12-bar blues one term, film music 
the next, followed by reggae, Indian music, and so on. There are merits to this approach, and it is 
certainly desirable for KS3 students to experience music from a wide range of styles. But it can also be 
rather like a scatter-gun in terms of building knowledge and skills. Cohesion of topics can bring about 
a lack of sequential skill acquisition – not that any kind of learning is strictly linear, but the important 
thing is to plan for tackling skills and knowledge in a way that makes sense for the learner. This may 
not fit with the ‘chunked’ nature of a topic-based programme.

What I describe here does not follow any kind of topic-based pattern. It would, however, be possible 
to adapt it to fit with termly or half-termly topics if that’s what you prefer to do.
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PERFORMING

The questions thrown up by attempting to design a performing course for KS3 classes are so multitudinous that 

the whole thing can seem like an insurmountable task. Here are some of them, together with some responses:

HOW CAN I POSSIBLY CATER FOR ALL THE STUDENTS IN MY CLASS WHEN THEY WILL ALL HAVE 

DIFFERENT STARTING POINTS, AND WORK AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS?

Differentiation is a crucial factor in designing a performing course that will cater for everyone in a mixed-ability 

class. There are two possible approaches here. First, you can design a system where students have access 

to everything they need (on paper, or through audio or video) to work through the scheme at their own pace. 

Secondly, you can design a programme where everyone works on the same pieces of music, but there are 

different ways of doing it, some of which are easier and some more advanced. I would favour the second as 

the most efficient way of using teacher input. Once presented with all the options for playing a piece, students 

will quite easily self-differentiate, and will only occasionally need prompts from the teacher if they are trying 

something that is not the best fit.

I DON’T HAVE CLASS SETS OF INSTRUMENTS, SO I CAN’T HAVE ALL STUDENTS PLAYING THE SAME 

THING. WHAT CAN I DO?

It is perfectly feasible to deliver a mixed-instrument performing course. You can actually make a virtue out of 

teaching several things at once, with students rotating around the various instruments in the early stages. Once 

they have gained experience of playing several different things, you can allow them to choose their specialist 

instrument, that then becomes the one they stick with. You will now have a ready-made class ensemble, and 

students will begin to have a sense of identity as a guitarist, keyboard player and so on.

I DON’T HAVE ENOUGH EXPERTISE ON ALL THE INSTRUMENTS TO BE ABLE TO TEACH THEM. WHAT 

CAN I DO?

It’s fine to model being a learner, and learn alongside students. Finding helpful YouTube tutorials, or even 

getting experienced students to show you the basics will enable you to model the learning process to students. 

This necessarily involves modelling making mistakes, so you need to be prepared to do this in front of your 

classes, but this is a really positive thing for creating a positive learning environment.

HOW CAN I PROVIDE ENOUGH SUPPORT AND STIMULATION TO ALL THE STUDENTS IN MY CLASS 

WHEN THEY ARE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS, AND PLAYING DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS?

You could set up a system whereby students who pick things up really quickly are appointed ‘experts’ by you, 

and are subsequently qualified to help others with a particular skill. You could even make the achievement of 

‘expert status’ part of your assessment process. It is also possible to be creative with your use of video, setting 

up video helpdesks for students on computers or tablets, or even by providing links that students can access 

on their own devices, if this is something supported by your school. You could have QR links to video tutorials 

(either chosen from the many on YouTube, or bespoke ones filmed by staff or students) displayed on the wall.

WHAT ABOUT STUDENTS WHO ALREADY HAVE TUITION ON AN INSTRUMENT?

Although you might use these students at times to help others, it’s important that the musically experienced 

student does not just become a teaching assistant. These students can be encouraged to broaden their 

musical horizons by learning skills on a new instrument, or, if they’re using their own instrument, be given the 

kind of musicianship tasks that they may not encounter in their instrumental lessons. These might include 

transposing the piece being learnt into a different key, playing something by ear, or adding a bassline or 

harmony to a melody learnt by others.
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Where to find helpful resources

 � Musical Futures Just Play resources are available as a premium resource via their website, or will be 

made available to you if you attend a Just Play training day. These video resources cover keyboard chords, 

guitar, ukulele and bass guitar, together with chair drumming. The emphasis is on watching for visual cues, 

playing the right thing at the right time, and quite quickly building up a repertoire of chords and strumming 

patterns. All the videos use songs that will be familiar to students. They are worth their weight in gold 

in terms of enabling students to make rapid progress and feel like ‘real’ musicians. The content builds in 

differentiation, as students can choose their level, from playing on the first beat of each bar, or waiting 

for ‘their’ chord, playing simplified versions of the chords or root notes, right up to playing full chords with 

idiomatic figurations while singing at the same time.

 � On Cue is another approach from Musical Futures that works extremely well with any combination of 

instruments. It involves learning without any notation by using numbers for pitches: students learn all parts 

by singing them with the numbers first, and then put them onto instruments. You can see the approach in 

action in this video and those that follow on from it, and there are also Musical Futures training days that 

come with resources.

 � Trinity Rock & Pop materials are well worth a look. The lower grades (including the pre-grade 1 initial 

grade) are accessible to KS3 students, and some of the songs go across instruments so that you have 

resources for a whole band. For example, ‘Black Betty’ and ‘I Am the Music Man’ are set for the initial grade, 

and there are backing tracks, example tracks, and sheet music for vocals, drums, bass, keyboard and guitar. 

However, it would also be possible to use the resources for songs that are set for only one instrument: for 

example, ‘I Love Rock’n’Roll’ is set for grade 2 guitar, but you could add to the existing materials easily to 

use the song with a whole band. All materials are available as individual downloads from the Trinity online 

rockstore.

 � Little Kids Rock is an American organisation that runs ‘modern band programmes’ in US schools. Their 

website is an absolute goldmine of free resources that cover keys, vocals, guitar, bass, drums and (to a 

lesser extent) ukulele. There are lesson plans, chord charts for a giddying number of songs, video tutorials, 

and printable resources such as chord diagrams for your wall and keyboard chord cards that students can 

put behind the keys as they play. There is so much on the website that it would be a great place for students 

to use for self-directed practice: they can find the songs they want to play, and use the charts and tutorials 

under their own steam.

 � Video tutorials are widely available on YouTube and from websites such as Little Kids Rock. They do vary in 

quality and clarity, so it would make sense to try them out before you get your students to use them. It would 

be possible to set up a playlist of carefully chosen tutorials for students to work through at their own pace.

 � I have heard of schools using published piano methods such as John Thompson with their students. 

Students will get a sense of satisfaction by working through the book, which builds in notation alongside 

piano skills, starting with middle C and gradually progressing to five-finger, two-handed pieces.

Whichever of these routes you choose to explore, the aim is to give them a foundation of instrumental skills, 

and some pieces that they can perform to a good enough standard to feel as though GCSE performing 

would be within their reach. If, from what they have experienced in your lessons, they feel inspired to take up 

individual instrumental tuition, then so much the better. However, if they are feeling confident enough by the 

end of KS3 to choose GCSE music, you can encourage them to start tuition then, if this is feasible, or build 

further performing skills-building into your KS4 programme.

Including singing in as many activities as possible

Here are some facts about singing in the classroom:

 � It is the most adaptable, convenient way of teaching many musical ideas.

 � It can act as a starting point for many things that are eventually instrumental.

 � Many teachers are wary of using singing in KS3 classes, especially Year 9.

 � Students can be reluctant to sing; if you don’t keep up singing as a regular class activity, it is extremely 

difficult to reinstate it.

Ways for incorporating singing into lessons are many and varied, and could probably fill up an entire resource 

by themselves. Here is a breakdown of the main points to remember:

https://www.musicalfutures.org/resource-type/premium-resources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTkTj7SmQkA
http://trinityrockstore.fabermusic.com/Default.aspx
http://trinityrockstore.fabermusic.com/Default.aspx
http://www.littlekidsrock.org/educators-free-resources/
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 � The teacher has to lead by example. You do not need to be a great singer, but you do need to demonstrate 

anything that you are asking students to do.

 � Never make a student sing on their own unless they want to. Singing can feel very exposing, and 

students will feel safety in numbers.

 � Be sensitive to boys’ changing voices – this may well start as early as Year 7. Transpose as you go, and be 

aware that they might go through periods with little vocal control, and a very small range. Give the option to 

sing an octave lower – changing voices should never be forced to sing uncomfortable notes. But boys should 

keep singing through the change!

 � Using numbers for pitches has a huge number of applications: start with ‘1-121’. Try in canon, inversion 

(‘8-878’, etc), starting on different notes, building up chords, changing the pitch of 1 to modulate, and using 

the numbers to teach a melody. You can add Kodály hand signals if you feel confident – students will pick 

them up without you saying anything explicit about them.

 � If a musical concept or a bit of a piece can be demonstrated vocally, through body percussion (or a 

combination of the two), then do it.

 � Aim to have some vocal activity in every single lesson – this is really important if the focus is on 

instrumental skills. Singing is a ‘use it or lose it’ activity!

Sing Up is a great source of material: warm-ups, songs for class use and choir arrangements, all with demo 

tracks and backing tracks. Secondary subscriptions start at £150 a year, although there is a certain amount of 

free material. Vocal Union is a free website with a wide range of songs, with audio and downloadable scores. 

CânSing is a Welsh website with many freely available songs, again with scores, lyric sheets, backing tracks 

and demo tracks.

COMPOSING

The emphasis here needs to be on teaching students how to compose: it can seem like a mysterious activity 

that involves a lot of sitting around waiting for inspiration to strike. If students are to be successful at composing 

on their own for GCSE, they need to learn some specific strategies for composing at KS3. I would suggest the 

following four composing strategies (further information on all four are given later in the resource):

1. Assembling pre-existing bits of music to form a new piece. This is composing-lite, and is a good way to 

get to grips with structure and layers of sound. It could be done by using loops on a sequencing program 

such as GarageBand, or through practical work with a three-chord or four-chord mash-up.

2. Workshopping structural ideas as a whole class – this explores structure, layers, grooves and riffs, 

chords and collections of notes.

3. Improvising and composing over a given backing track or chord sequence. This develops 

understanding of musical layers and structure, but introduces the idea of creating melodies that use chord 

notes as a starting point.

4. Changing an existing piece of music to create a new one. Alter features of the music systematically until 

it needs a new melody and becomes something completely new.

If you are absolutely up-front about your intentions – for example by saying, ‘This is the second of four strategies 

for composing that you will be taught’ – it will be easier to remind students of these approaches when they 

come to composing their GCSE pieces.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgUtOHSZJFU
https://www.singup.org
http://www.vocalunion.org.uk/nAJ.php
http://www.cansing.org.uk/prif.php
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Here is some more information on each of the four strategies.

Assembling a piece from pre-existing parts

In other words, creating a mash-up. Creating a piece out of pre-recorded loops using a sequencing program 

might seem like an easy option, but students will need to think carefully about matching tempo and key, and 

can still learn a lot about structure and layering. If you go for the non-ICT version of this strategy, it is an ideal 

opportunity to use singing as the main focus. The three-chord mashup idea is really easy to do well. It involves 

the following chord pattern and bassline:

The great thing about this sequence is that, as long as the bassline is strong, the G chord can be omitted. 

Changing from Am to C is extremely easy on keyboards and ukuleles – or even with three beaters on a 

xylophone. The songs that fit over the top of this sequence are ‘Next to Me’ by Emeli Sandé, ‘Riptide’ by Vance 

Joy, ‘Wake Me Up’ by Avicii, and ‘Cup Song (When I’m Gone)’ from the Pitch Perfect movie.

First, experiment with combining the songs over the backing as a class, thinking about building up layers and 

creating effective combinations. Next, students can get into smaller groups to create their own mash-up. The 

whole project could be a cappella, or incorporate instruments. Students will have to think about structure and 

musical layers, and hold their own part in their group. Insist that there is at least one point in their piece where 

two or more songs are heard simultaneously.

A slightly more complex option is the four-chord mash-up. This is based on the classic pop song progression 

I-V-vi-IV, or F-C-D minor-B flat in the key of F (which is a good key for most voices, although be prepared for 

changing voices to need a different key). Hooktheory.com identifies 487 songs that use this progression, so you 

can take your pick as to which ones you feel your students will enjoy. The same processes and considerations 

apply as for the three-chord mash-up, the only difference being the added complication of having four chords, 

and a huge number of potential songs to go over the top. This progression forms the basis of the Musical 

Futures Find Your Voice project. There is a large collection of free resources for this on the Musical Futures 

website.

A hugely flexible and potentially exciting approach to vocal mash-ups has been developed by choral director 

Greg Beardsell. It takes a bit of confidence to get going, but is extremely flexible and creative. The whole 

process is outlined in this Prezi presentation, which includes all the notation and lyrics that you need to get 

really imaginative with mash-ups.

Whole-class workshopping

Whole-class workshopping, put simply, involves facilitating large-group composition. As facilitator, the teacher 

guides students through the choices to be made, with students performing their work at every stage of the 

process. Students experience the compositional process from the inside out, and learn about structure and 

musical layers, as well as following visual cues, and how to use correct terminology to describe what they 

are doing.

Running effective whole-class workshops is a teaching skill that requires a combination of courage and 

practice. The best step-by-step guide that I have found is in the Musical Futures teacher resource pack, 

available free from their website. The main principles are as follows:

 � The class can use any combination of instruments – you will need some pitched, and some unpitched, but 

these really can be anything. A combination of students’ own instruments and those that you have in the 

classroom is ideal.

 � The teacher should lead by example and play alongside students. You will need to direct too, though, and 

will need a repertoire of visual cues.

 � Create a good mix of playing and talking, with the emphasis on playing wherever possible.

https://www.hooktheory.com/theorytab/common-chord-progressions
https://www.musicalfutures.org/resource-type/find-your-voice
https://prezi.com/qsbb2pgq_zrr/making-mash/
https://www.musicalfutures.org/resource/musical-futures-an-approach-to-teaching-and-learning
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 � Things may evolve at a different speed to whatever you had planned. This, and the possibilities of exploiting 

the unexpected, should be welcomed as part of the process. It may get messy!

 � Arrange students so that they can all see you, and so that – as far as possible – they can see each other.

 � Insist on precision – ‘anything goes’ is really not what this is about.

 � You can do a lot by offering students two options – do they prefer option A or option B? Otherwise, give them 

quite narrow parameters in which to work, as too much choice is scary. For example, you could ask them to 

create a short melody from four specific pitches.

A project generally starts with rhythms and builds up gradually. Here is an outline of a very simple composition, 

which would suit classes new to the whole idea.

 � Have a student play a steady pulse on a cowbell, or a basic rock beat on the drumkit, throughout.

 � Start with rhythms: get students to clap the pulse, and then count them in to improvising their own rhythms. 

Count them in to a return to the pulse. Experiment with different permutations: small groups of students clap 

their own rhythms while the others clap the pulse, introduce solos, call and response, and so on. At every 

point, get students to respond to visual cues and a count-in. If appropriate, a student can take on the role 

of director at any point.

 � Transfer all the rhythmic ideas to a single pitch, for example a D. Guitarists and ukulele players could play a 

Dm chord. Unpitched instruments can play any sound. Repeat all of the variations, with small groups, solos 

and so on. Encourage experimentation with Ds in different registers.

 � Refine the ideas into composed one-note riffs, suggesting changes to students to create a solid groove. 

Experiment with dynamics.

 � Introduce some different pitches – just something going up and down one note at a time in semibreves is 

fine. You could use numbers to refer to the pitches if you have any transposing instruments. So, the simplest 

option would be 12345432, or DEFGAGFE. Non-sustaining instruments such as xylophones could play four 

crotchets on each pitch instead of a semibreve. This melody will be the head.

 � Put the head over the groove. Experiment with texture, dynamics and different groups of players.

 � Introduce solo sections. Build up a structure, with different agreed visual cues for each section, as well as 

directions for dynamics.

Once used to this way of working, the sky’s the limit in terms of gradually increasing the complexity of what is 

involved. Individuals or small groups could be charged with composing melodies or chord sequences using a 

small range of options, which, under the teacher’s direction, become parts of the overall piece.

One of the great things about this way of working is that you are constantly using musical terminology to 

describe what you are doing. Because students are playing all of these things, rather than simply learning a 

vocabulary list, they are learning musical terms in the most musical, ‘caught not taught’ way possible.

Improvising and composing over an existing backing track or chord sequence

This is something that can be done in a very free way, or with a certain amount of direction. If it is part of a vocal 

or songwriting project, it is perfectly possible to provide students with a backing track of something unfamiliar, 

together with some lyrics, and ask them to make the lyrics fit with the backing. The good thing about this is 

that it can be a real confidence-booster that can pave the way for students to then create their own chord 

progressions to compose over.

However, if the project has an instrumental component, most students will need some parameters within which 

to work. This is where using an appropriate scale or mode, or chord-notes as starting points, becomes the 

way forward.

With some chord sequences, sticking to the notes of a particular scale or mode will be enough of a limitation 

to create pieces that are almost guaranteed to sound good. Perhaps the most frequently used of these is the 

blues scale over a 12-bar blues progression. However, pentatonic scales and modes (particularly the Dorian 

mode) can be just as effective: search YouTube for backing tracks in the mode and style of your choice.

YouTube is an 
incredibly rich 
source of backing 
tracks in any style 
and key that you 
might require. 
Try searching for 
‘reggae backing 
track’ or ‘D Dorian 
backing track’ as an 
example of what’s 
on offer.

Little Kids Rock 
have ‘piano jam 
cards’ available as 
a free download, 
which you can 
print, laminate and 
then use easily to 
identify the notes 
of major and minor 
pentatonic, and 
blues scales on any 
tonic.

http://jamzone.littlekidsrock.org/teachers/jam-cards/
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Some chord sequences will need a systematic approach. Take this cycle of 5ths:

To create an effective melody over the top is quite simple, but requires some precise following of instructions:

1. Choose one of the chord notes from Am to start: A, C or E. Create a four-beat melody starting on this note.

2. Repeat the melody down a note.

3. Move down another note and repeat the melody again.

4. Use the notes E, G sharp, A and B to create a melody for the last bar.

5. Experiment with playing your melody with harmony, by starting it on two notes of the Am chord at the same 

time.

Changing an existing piece of music until it becomes something new

This is a cunning trick, and one that can be a useful and confidence-building strategy for students. Start 

with any existing piece of music that uses quite simple chords: preferably one that is known to (or chosen 

by) the students. Let’s use ‘Price Tag’ as an example: the chord sequence is C-E minor-A minor-F. You could 

either invite students to experiment with playing the chords in different patterns and rhythms until they hit on 

something they like, or you could offer them a range of options to choose from. These could easily be stolen 

from other songs: try ‘Price Tag ‘chords with a ‘Heart and Soul’ pattern, or the rhythm from Ed Sheeran’s ‘Shape 

of You’, or serious-sounding ‘Skyfall’ repeated crotchets, or a ‘Blue Danube’ oom-cha-cha.

Next, choose one of the chords to change. Again, you could give students free rein, or a choice: for example, 

substitute a D chord for the opening C chord, or a G chord for the final F. In two steps you are probably ready 

to put a new melody over the top. If students have already practised creating melodies over a given backing 

track, they will be used to this process, and should feel confident about building their own piece.

IDENTIFYING MUSICAL FEATURES AND USING 
MUSICAL TERMINOLOGY

This should not be a separate activity from practical music making: I would go so far as to say that students 

should become acquainted with a musical feature by playing or singing it before they are asked to identify it 

in a piece that they listen to.

As long as you are assiduous about using musical terminology accurately in the course of your performing and 

composing activities, and do not shy away from giving musical features their proper names, students should 

build up a good musical vocabulary over time.

There is nothing wrong with checking students’ understanding and recall through homework tasks, vocabulary 

tests or short ‘show me’ tasks where you give them a short period of time to come up with a practical, musical 

demonstration of a musical term. Examples might be: ‘In one minute’s time I want you to show me an example 

of an ostinato,’, or ‘In 30 seconds’ time I want you to be able to show me some sustained chords.’


